GROW YOUR OWN FOOD FROM SEED
Growing food from seed can be fun and rewarding,
here are a few simple tips to get started!
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WHAT TO GROW?
Most vegetables can be grown in your
garden from seeds. Easy vegetables that can
be planted straight into your garden include:
carrots
lettuce
spinach
herbs
cauliflower
broccoli
More information and tips can be found in
the resource below:
Why plant from seed?

SOURCING SEEDS
You can find seeds at your local nursery,
hardware store or even Big W.
Alternative options also include:
Farmer's Markets
Contacting local growers
Farmgate stalls
Permaculture groups
Community gardens
Online stores
Find out more information below on
accessing local seeds:
New Gippsland Seeds
Seed Savers Network
Mr Fothergill's
*Some suppliers may be low on stock
during this time - join a wait list if you
can!
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WHEN TO PLANT?
Temperature, sunlight, and water impact
what you can grow. Growing seasonally
means that you plant seeds at the right time
of year for best growth. Below is a great
resource to help understand the best time of
year to plant your seeds.
When to plant?

PLANTING SEEDS
Growing vegetables from seed is a cost
effective way to produce your own food.
It may seem confusing to start, but seed
packet's often have simple instructions
to follow. This will identify; how far
apart to plant each seed, how much
sunlight is needed, and how long the
variety will take to grow. More
information can be found below:
Growing from seed 101
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PLANTING SEEDLINGS
If you don't want to wait as long for
your vegetables to grow, you can buy
seedlings and plant them in pots or
directly into the ground. You might not
have as much choice in what vegetables
you can plant, but it can be a good
place to start growing your own food.
Planting seedlings

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Let's Grow Food
Grow plants from seed
Starting from seed fact sheet
Easy vegetables to grow
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